NEAR INFRARED HYPERSPECTRAL
IMAGING
This course is organized into 4 sessions (2 hours each):
Hyperspectral image acquisition, pre-processing and data selection - Standard
approaches and configurations for obtaining hyperspectral imaging data, spatial and
spectral pre-processing methodsand methods of data selection for further development
of chemometric models will be introduced and compared.
Basic chemometrics applied to Hyperspectral images - The extension of traditional chemometric tools (e.g.
PCA, PLS, MCR) to hyperspectral data will be presented.

Hands on hyperspectral image analysis using R/Matlab - The participants will be given a set of
hyperspectral data to explore using chemometric tools developed in Matlab or R.
Advanced topics – Recently, a number of novel HSI classification methods have been presented that take the
spatial information into account. We will discuss the relative benefits and potential pitfalls of integrating spatial
information into classification models in classification of NIR chemical images through presentation of several
exemplary cases.
Integration of NIR-HSI in real-time frameworks. Study of the feasibility of wavelengths selection methods to
narrow down the useful wavelength range in continuous hyperspectral devices.Adaptation of continuous
spectral measurements to filter-based or LED-based hyperspectral machines. Implementation of tailored
statistic parameters to assess the fulfilment of the quality standards required by the industry.Automation to realtime industrial framework.

Requirements: Basic knowledge of chemometrics: PCA and
PLS.Basic knowledge of Matlab or R software.Attendees are
required to bring laptop with Matlab or R installed.

Schedule: 8 am – 12 am
13:30 pm – 17:30 pm
(October 18, 2015)
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